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The present oonrse of Lectures was
originally published shortly after their
delivery at theS urrey Institution in the year
1820. The reception of the Volume was
fsivourable; and it has been frequently
reprinted both here and in A merica. To the
present re-publication, with a view to
rendering the series now in course of
completion as deserving as possible of
fiivour, illustrative notes have been added,
where they appeared to be necessary, and
all the extracts have been carefully colked
with the best existing texts of the several
authors quoted. An excellent criticism on
these Lectures was contributed to theE
dinburgh Beview by the late Mr. Justice
Talfourd; it may be found reprinted among
his Miaedlaneoua Worha, Philadelphia,
1842, 8vo. It is to be observed here, that in
theB ritish Museum is a copy of this
volume (edit 1820), with MSS. note, by the
celebrated German critic and dramatist,
Ludwig Tieck. W. C. H. KrareiKGTQN.
Sept.(Typographical errors above are due
to OCR software and dont occur in the
book.)About the Publisher Forgotten
Books is a publisher of historical writings,
such as: Philosophy, Classics, Science,
Religion,
History,
Folklore
and
Mythology.Forgotten
Books
Classic
Reprint Series utilizes the latest technology
to regenerate facsimiles of historically
important writings. Careful attention has
been made to accurately preserve the
original format of each page whilst
digitally enhancing the aged text. Read
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online
for
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at
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